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Meet Geoff Francis:
The man who is using
his art and charity
work to promote the
protection of wildlife
and prevent Illegal
Poaching, inspiring
a wide range of
communities in the
process.

“I’ve been involved with animal and environmental welfare issues emotionally from a child. The illegal trade in animal parts is as big
as drug problems globally and it’s therefore a major issue to be addressed. Basically, it’s a major crime which takes place across the
world.”
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Charity ‘No More Dodos’ was set up by Geoff and his small
team 18 months ago.
Their aim is to get ‘people to collaborate, care, respect and
save the endangered animals and the planet.’

Geoff, who is sporting his No More Dodos t-shirt (above), said he started
painting full time at 40. He sells the paintings and puts the money towards
the charity which he describes as his “reason for living.”

This abstract painting depicts
‘elephants that are being
destroyed.’
“The whole concept is that
everything is dissolving and
being destroyed by humans.”
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Geoff and the team from No More Dodos
took this sculpture of an elephant to the
‘Enormous Elephant Exhibition’ in Lyndhurst.
The charity was very much involved in the
event which rasied more than £8,500.
The money went to the David Sheldrick
foundation in Kenya which helps to
prevent anti-poaching as well as looks after
orphaned elephants.
Geoff said that: “David Sheldrick was one of
the first people who militarised the approach
towards protecting animals.”

“The elephant has got an Indian ear and an African ear and is called the
elephants ghost. It is covered because we won’t be able to see them
anymore soon… the closest we are going to get to them is something
that is distanced.”

This sculpture
shows one Asian
and two African
elephants with
the trunk in the
middle depicting
the spirit of the
elephant.
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Left is a collection of
photos from Geoff’s
time running the
Animaline charity on
the Isle of Wight for
Linda McCartney.
The charity was set up
to rescue animals.

“I set up and ran an organisation for Linda McCartney, Carla Lane and Rita Tushingham called Animaline in 1983 and I did that for 3 and a half to four years.
However, it got to the point where the daily exposure to humanities inhumanity just went too far. I was on verge of a physical and financial meltdown so I
resigned as the director and Carla turned it into a sanctuary in Sussex.”
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The repercussions of vices like poaching inspired
Geoff to paint. He said, “I painted out all the things
that concerned me and those were animal and
environmental issues. I was either celebrating or
questioning our relationship to animals and the
planet.”

This painting is called ‘nature on the run’.
Geoff has used grey and red colours to paint
an abstract image of a bird. The use of red is
symbolic of destruction and therefore depicts
the consequences of poaching.
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Geoff did the first ever animal rights environmental
album with singer and animal activist Country Joe
McDonald. They also issued a single called ‘Blood On
The Ice’.

(Right) A postcard of Geoff’s ‘Sacred Elephant’
painting as well as a postcard of No More Dodos’
ambassador Gordon Banks’ famous save.
Geoff said: “We turned it (the save) into a 1970’s
style pop up poster and Gordon signed 80 for us
and we’re using those to raise funds. “
“That looked like an impossible save but what we
have to say no matter how pessimistic we become
(about saving animals), it’s got to be possible.”
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One of the messages that Geoff and No More
Dodos want to instill into the local community,
and further is “enough is plenty.” He said: “In
parts of Hong Kong instead of using cocaine,
they’ll put powdered rhino horn (gathered from
poaching) in a cocktail. It’s hair for God’s sake! It’s
all conspicuous consumerism.”

The cruelty suffered by animals inspired Geoff to write
a book, titled Babylon Farm. Described by journalists
as a ‘chilling allegory of human kinds’ sacred quest for
efficiency and profit’, it tells the story of “a guy who
wakes up with no memory. He has become a sheep
in the meat production system. No animals left, and
eating human beings for meat.”
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No More Dodos are doing further fundraising events in Brockenhurst in the near future and Geoff says he’s “not interested in just preaching to
the converted”, he wants to draw more people in and help prevent and raise awareness for vices like poaching.
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